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One day three white mice discover three jars of paint--red, blue, and yellow. Both parents and

children alike will appreciate this lighthearted presentation of a lesson in color. â€œWalshâ€™s

cut-paper collage illustrations have bold colors and just the right simplicity for the storyline. A real

charmer thatâ€™s great fun as well as informative.â€•--School Library Journal
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I love Mouse Paint! So did my children, many years ago. And now that my daughter is married and

living in Mexico, it's delightful to find a Spanish version for my new granddaughter. As Ellen Walsh

illustrates color mixing (primary to secondary colors), she allows her curious mice to dip, dance, and

spin. But watch out--the cat is nearby! How will our clever mice escape being eaten? Dear reader, I

can't reveal the ending--but you'll love it as much as we do.

This is a book we initially found at the library and loved so much that we purchased it. It is an

excellent way to introduce color mixing to children. Our kid was just shy of two when we first read it.

Combine this with your own paint mixing activity, and you have yourself an educational afternoon!

We've also given this book as a gift accompanied with finger paints.



This was sent as a gift as my daughter, who is American-English speaking but married a man who

was raised Spanish speaking she wants to encourage the bilingual skill in her young children.

Exposing them to both languages in a fun and colorful way is great! The book is both colorful and

sturdy with simple words presented in both languages.

Keep in mind this book is small (but it is a board book so it is sturdy)The translation is true, and

because of the repetitive form of the book it is a great starter if you want children to be exposed to

two languages.

This is a very sweet book. I love being able to read the book in either English or Spanish. It's a very

cute story, too--teaches how to mix colors. The purple looks a little too blue to me, but I've always

had trouble with blues and purples anyway. My 7-month-old likes to chew on the book (teething,

ugh). She has a good attention span, but this book is pretty short anyway for those wiggly kids.

SUCH a cute story!! The illustrations are fantastic, too. I love how simple it is, yet entertaining & fun.

Very glad to have purchased this book, an absolute keeper that we probably read a couple times a

day to baby.

I love the mouse paint book. Great story to teach colors and my kids always do a little dance when

the mice do a little dance. We have the lap version which is much bigger. I purchased the bilingual

version for a friend who teaches Spanish and is about to have a baby. I was really surprised at the

tiny size of this book. It is much smaller than the palm of your hand so the pictures are not as clear.

Great story but I wish I had purchased the lap version for her

This is a great book to get a child's library started...even better because it is bilingual! Book is well

translated!
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